STAGING INFO
For vacant stagings, the property must be vacant and cleaned before our crew arrives. There will be
an additional fee if our crew has to clean things on the owner’s property.
For occupied stagings, all clutter must be removed from the rooms to be staged. There will be an
additional fee if our crew has to remove or organize clutter in the staging areas.
If there are pets at the staging property, owners will be fully responsible for any damage that a pet
may cause to the staging furniture and accessories (including cleaning and repair costs).
We will not stage rooms under construction. All construction areas must be properly separated from
the staging areas with plastic or partitions to protect the furniture and accessories.
As it is very difficult to work around construction crew, we ask that all areas to be staged are not
populated by other workers at the time of staging, and that we are the only people in the staging
areas at the time of staging.
We are a team of creative interior decorators, and need space to create our vision. Please refrain from
making comments about the designs until we are completely finished. We are available for a
walkthrough upon completion of the staging, and are happy to address any style edits at that time.
We try hard to accommodate the owner and agent’s schedules. If for some reason you are unable to
adhere to our planned staging schedule, and we are informed less than 48 hours prior to the planned
staging time, there will be a $200 fee charged. You may also lose your delivery slot for the week, and
will need to contact us to reschedule.
Arrangements must be made for us to access the staging area prior to the staging date. This can be
by way of a walk through, or keys left on the property for us.

Please sign to acknowledge agreement of these terms.

NAME

SIGNATURE

TERMS OF SERVICE
vonRocko Home will provide the service of staging this property while it is for sale. Our service
consists of rental of our furnishings and accessories, for 30 days, including delivery and pickup. We
ask that if you have your own personal property in the home, please remove prior to us staging unless
you’d like us to integrate it into the design.
When the property is ready to be de-staged, we require one week notice to arrange pickup. In the
case that we remove the furnishings due to non-payment, we will give the owner or agent two days
notice. If the client would like any of the staging rearranged, it must be requested at the end of the
staging day, and completed by one of our crew members. If there is any damage to our inventory
created by flood, fire, theft, or abnormal wear & tear, the client is responsible for the replacement or
cleaning cost up to $1500. If there are any minor nail holes incurred by the staging, vonRocko Home
is not responsible for patching and re-painting. If during staging or destaging the property we incur
any major damage to the property, we will be responsible for any repairs needed.
Terms of Payment
Staging fees are determined by a walkthrough, and several factors (including but not limited to home
size, accessibility) and cover the first month of rental. Subsequent months are pro-rated weekly at the
‘staging fee’ portion of the estimate/invoice. We also charge a delivery/pickup fee based on location.
Owner or agent shall pay a non-refundable 50% deposit at the time of walk-through or prior to
staging. This deposit will cover the rental costs, and reserve a date for the staging. The balance is due
the day we finish the staging, and can be paid via check made out to vonRocko Home. There will be
a $50 late fee if payment is received more than five days past the due date. Direct payment for service
is required on the day that work is completed. Payment of the deposit will serve as the client’s full
acceptance of these terms & conditions. We accept and prefer check, or credit card with an added fee
of 4%.
Additional Terms
Owner/Agent shall allow vonRocko Home to display a small sign and business cards at the staged
listing. Staging furniture is generally available for purchase by the home buyer. Please inquire about
specific pieces, if interested. Owner/Agent also allows vonRocko Home to use the listing photos for
digital portfolio and marketing purposes.
vonRocko Home will do it’s best to accommodate appointments. However, if the client is more than
20 minutes late to a staging or destaging appointment, additional delivery costs may be applied.
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